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CSTI Get Together
On February 2nd, 2007 the Cyprus Wine Museum in
Erimi was the site of a gathering and a well-deserved
celebration attended by over 55 people. CSTI members
were joined by local and international supporters of
sustainable tourism and producers participating in
the CSTIs Discover the Real Cyprus-Village Routes
for a celebration of the successful completion of the
first Village Route. Participants received their
membership certificates at this exiting event and an
update on the CSTIs work.
The evening began with a presentation of the
Discover the Real Cyprus- Village Routes
Project by CSTI Chair Philippos Drousiotis. Mr.
Drousiotis spoke about the importance of the project
which aims to extend the economic benefits of tourism
to rural areas, contribute to the preservation of the
islands natural resources and promote Cyprus
authentic traditions. In addition, Mr. Drousiotis
reported on the Travel Foundations Project Managers
Meeting which he attended in early November of last
year. Following Mr. Drousiotis presentation,
participants watched the short film on sustainable
tourism Changing Lives. Cyprus is included in this
film which is produced by the Travel Foundation and
shown on all British Airways airplanes. After the film,
CSTI member ITV Cyprus presented the CSTI website which ITV Cyprus has developed. The web-site
which will be available very soon, will promote the
work of CSTI, the Village Routes project and Cyprus
around the globe and will host information about
village producers included in the routes.

Participants watching the Travel
Foundations Changing
Lives film.

The presentations were followed by a social event
which gave participants the opportunity to talk to
each other, to the members of the CSTI Board of
Directors and to representatives from tour operators
including Sunvil Holidays UK and the Association of
Greek Cypriot Tourism Agents UK who contribute to
the Village Route project.

CSTI is affiliated to

From left to right: George Michaelides of the Cyprus Association
for Culture and Special Interest Tourism, Yannis Efthimiou of
the Association of Greek Cypriot Travel Agents-UK, and CSTI
Chair Philippos Drousiotis.

CSTI Board Members from left to right: Geoffrey Bezzina of TUI,
Michael Ierides, Philippos Drousiotis of Cyprotel and Jeremy
Ashcroft. They are joined by CSTI member Maria Nicolaou.

A Big Thank You
CSTI would like to thank Sunvil Holidays and the
Association of Greek Cypriot Travel Agents-Uk
for their generous financial contribution to the
Discover The Real Cyprus-Village Routes project.
This much appreciated contribution will cover
the cost of signs on the routes as well as the cost
of the baskets in the producers establishments
for the collection of feedback from visitors. Sunvil
Holidays and AGTA are also promoting the
VillageRoutes among Travel Agents in UK.
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Please Renew Your
Membership
Those of you who joined CSTI before
September of last year, if you havent done so
already, please remember to renew your
membership.

5 New Village Routes
CSTI has mapped out and is in the process of developing 5
new routes. The routes will include the areas of the Larnaca
mountains, Troodos villages, Akamas/Laona area, the
Kokkinochoria/Paralimni area and the area of East Limassol.
If you live in any of these areas, or have suggestions,or
information to offer with regards to stories, historical events,
local annual events that have fixed dates, producers or
attraction sites, please forward this information to
csticyprus@hotmail.com. CSTI welcomes your contribution
and appreciates your support.

Evaluating the Benefits
of the Village Routes Project
Evaluation of the economic, culture and social benefits of
the CSTI village routes, both for visitors and the communities
and producers that are included in these routes, is a large
part of the Discover the Real Cyprus project. To do this,
throughout the project, CSTI will be compiling qualitative
as well as quantitative data which will be used to evaluate
the immediate results and to measure the long term economic
impact of the project on the affected communities. The
Hospitality and Tourism Department of Intercollege, a CSTI
member, will be assisting with the development of evaluation
measures and the over all evaluation of the project.
To guarantee the social and cultural sustainability of the
village routes which contribute to the economic growth of
isolated communities, the CSTI village routes are designed
to include for the most part villages and producers who are
not currently part of the coach excursions. The routes offer
visitors opportunities to buy local products such as hand
made crafts and organically grown herbs, oil, wine and carob
products. There is always an interesting story about each
village on these routes, or a legend to be passed on by the
locals. Visitors driving these routes are offered numerous
opportunities to participate in local festivals and events and
to observe examples of everyday life such as grape harvesting,
wine making and olive pressing. In addition, these routes
are designed to provide opportunities to visitors to explore
and learn about the natural environment and wildlife of
Cyprus, opportunities for visits to environmental centres
and protected areas and opportunities for visit to cultural
attractions such as churches, folk, wine and ecclesiastical
museums.
In order to measure the economic benefits on the local
communities, CSTI is collecting data both from visitors and
producers on the routes. Visitors are asked to fill out a
questionnaire (which is included in the Discover the Real
Cyprus Village Route Guides) and drop it into baskets which
have been placed in the producers establishments. Also,
CSTI is keeping a record of the number of guide books sold
by tour operators, car rental companies, hotels and others
who bought the guide. To assist with this evaluation, at the
end of the tourist season, producers will be asked to provide
an estimate number of visitors (who are not part of coach
excursions) they received. As well, producers will be asked
to assess whether their business has increased in comparison
to the previous year, before the routes were developed. To
compile this data, CSTI will be contacting and/or visiting
the producers on the routes, tour operators, car rental
companies, hotels and others who are selling the books.

